Optimal pitch in spiral computed tomography.
The focus of this paper is to analytically optimize spiral/helical computed tomography (CT) protocols based on a simplified imaging model. Spiral CT was approximately modeled as follows: Using the half-scan raw data interpolation method, the variance of the spiral CT slice sensitivity profile is equal to the sum of squared detector collimation divided by 12 and squared table increment divided by 24. Image noise variance is inversely proportional to tube current and detector collimation. The maximum continuous scanning time is inversely proportional to tube current. Slice thickness, image noise, and signal-to-noise ratio were, respectively, optimized for a given scanning coverage, consistently resulting in pitch of square root of 2. To avoid longitudinal aliasing, at least 2-3 transverse slices should be reconstructed per collimation. When the simplified spiral CT model is valid and a scanning range specified, 1.4 pitch is required for optimal image quality. The method can be applied to more accurate spiral CT models.